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Experimental considerations usually favor measurements of the longitudinal rather than the irregular

transverse analyzing power. This is particularly true for the case of the parity mixing in '~N. Some typo-

graphical errors in our published expressions are corrected.

%e agree that an irregular transverse analyzing power can
be used to probe the parity mixing of elastic scattering reso-
nances. As pointed out by Professor Bizzeti, it is usually
easier to measure the longitudinal analyzing power we con-
sidered' rather than the irregular transverse analyzing power
he discusses. In general, one cannot find conditions where
ET vanishes while Ey' is maximum. In addition, for the
particular application we discussed —the parity mixing of
two J-0 levels, resonance-resonance interference (which is
isotropic) does not contribute to Kr' but does contribute to

I

EL. Hence at back angles, where resonance-resonance in-
terference is dominant, the irregular transverse analyzing
po~er will not show the enhancement that occurs in the
longitudinal analyzing power (see Fig. 1).

We take this occasion to point out that our expression'
for the cross section for transversely polarized protons KT
contained a sign error. In addition, several typographical er-
rors were present in the text, but not in the computer pro-
grams used to generate Fig. 3 of Ref. 1. The corrected ex-
pressions are

Kp(H, E) = —Re X I'(H, Ej,lt, l2)
lt I21

(26)
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Klrta(8, E) = (1/v3)Re i Xh(E,L, 1,J) [L(L+1)] ' 'PL', "(cos8)
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FIG. 1. Predicted counting rates and analyzing powers for an experiment (see text) to study parity mixing of the 0+ and 0 T=1 levels of' N. The shaded areas on the AL plot indicate a +1&. band centered on the predicted A~, where 0. is the statistical standard deviation ex-
pected after an integrated beam charge of 1 p, A d. Counting rates are based on a 30 p, g/cm2 '3C target.
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, IC(»l'+, ~e[lc(())(Too+co»TPi)]+, (I Tool'+ ITt, il'),4k' 16k' (33)

EIJ o(H, E) = —,(1+cos())Re[iC(&)To', i ]—,Re[To i(To', o+ Ti', i )] (34)

Since our paper' was published, new measurements of the energy and widths of the 0+ and 0 resonances in '4N have be-
come available. These new values,

Ep=1154+2 keV, I", (0+)=3.8 %0.3 keV, Ep=1320+7 keV, I', (0 ) =410+20 keV

particuarly the smaller width of the 0+ state, make AL an even more sensitive probe of (0+ iHpNci0 ) . An updated version
of Fig. 3 from Ref. 1, correcting the sign error and incorporating the new resonance parameters, is given in Fig. 1.
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